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What if we really achieved the Sustainable Development Goals in 2030?
Prospects for humanity
With the world having committed to the important principles of the Sustainable Development
Goals, what are our future prospects to actually achieve as many of them as possible by 2030,
the stated milestone?
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Studies of women in leadership in both business and
political spheres have shown they are more likely to make
decisions that focus on social and environmental issues
alongside the “bottom-line”. Can empowered women
then be the real changemakers, on a path towards a
long-term perspective that places profit on equal footing
with positive social and environment impacts? How
can gender equality contribute to a better future for
everyone, and help us achieve the Global Goals by 2030?
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Population growth combined with global development, as
we know it, require more and more energy. How can we
power growth with the least damage to the planet? What
does the future energy mix look like? What is oil›s place visà-vis nuclear, renewables, etc.? Can we afford not to rethink
our dependence on fossil fuels? Which new innovations will
most dramatically change our energy future?
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If history is a guide, the rising Fourth Industrial Revolution
tide won’t lift every boat. Can emerging economies also
reap the benefits of the Fourth Industrial Revolution?
Can the Fourth Industrial Revolution power a new sharing
society, and will this contribute to achieving the Global
Goals or will technology continue to widen inequalities?
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As the future for young people today is often
predicted as dark and scary, with fears over the state
of the environment, the impact of new and invasive
technologies, and growing social inequities, how can we
all work together now to make 2030 better than 2020?
How can we overcome the feeling of powerlessness we
all share and become optimistic for the years to come?
How do we give young people a louder voice and greater
agency in influencing the future?
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Women and girls continue to face several forms of
discrimination. By signing up to the 2030 SDG agenda,
governments committed to “leave no one behind.” This
commitment means that governments must invest in
innovative research, data collection, and analysis to
render the needs of women and girls visible. How can
we ensure that the SDG agenda will include the voices
of excluded women and girls? How can we move the
promise to leave no one behind from rhetoric to reality?
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